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reality by showing the total geography of a setting and spatial rela-
tionships between the shots. Tarr shows that the intensity of viewer 
involvement depends on the energies, which radiate f rom the screen 
according to the filmmaker's arrangement of dramatic sequences. 

VISUAL MONTAGE, AND OTHER IDEAS 

In visual perception the transitions of elements inside narrative may 
even be more abrupt than habits of language might suggest. Phrases 
like "cutting between shots" risk suggesting that spectators experi-
ence first shot, then a cut, and then another shot in that order, as if 
experienced form reduplicated the material order of the strip of film. 
But the cut was never on display. The spectator never sees a cut tel 
quel, and moreover, the cut on the strip of film, is identical with .the 
frame-line between any two frames of the continuing shot. The new 
shot is offered at the same speed as the next frame in the old shot. 
The spectator sees the suddenly new form, f rom which he deduces, 
that the viewpoint or scene has changed. The second shot intervenes 
directly into the first. The spectator does not experience a cut, but 
the second shot, and the differences between the shots. What he 
or she sees is the new graphic form of scenic information. Any new 
viewpoint is a deduced difference, a difference of signified content, 
and not of signifying form. 

The invisibility of the cut, and the deduced nature of the change of 
viewpoint explain how cuts, although so "total", can yet be subliminal. 
Given successive shots of, say, a car speeding by a castle, the spectator 
sees, primarily "car-and-castle". Acting as a unity, this scene "over-
rides" the fact of different shots. The different views are a secondary 
difference, and correspond to seeing the same scene "afresh", look-
ing at things from another angle, or in a different light, or slightly 
adjusting one's mental set. Normally, each shot would show some-
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thing slightly different. One shot might emphasize the driver's expe-
rience, another the car's relationship to the casde, and so on. But 
neither of these emphasizes "ruptures" or contradicts the other. On 
the contrary: each complements the other. It develops the same gen-
eral situation in an on-going way. The shot is felt, not to interrupt its 
predecessor but to continue it, by proceeding to another point. The 

cut is a continuation and so easily a connection, the condition of an j ' 

association in which the relationship overrides the discontinuity. In 
cinematic narration strongly felt continuities are derivable, not only 
from spatial deletions, but f rom swiftness in describing a situation 
and its development, or the trajectories of a story, or transitions f rom 
one topic to another. Very often therefore abruptness is also smooth-
ness. 

If a connection is not immediately apparent, then of ten the spectator 
will nonetheless be patient, at least if the discourse so far seems to 
be coherent. For he understands that, in discourse as in discover-
ing the world, information comes to us "in bits and bytes", that is 
successively, and not simultaneously. Cinematic narration is indeed 
linear in the sense that exposition is as " t ime-bound" as narration 
or description is.287 Cinematic narration is not linear in the absolute, 
atomistic, sense, which would suggest that all of the information is 
broken down into separate "bits" which can only follow one another, 
as on a digital computer. Indeed, the shot, like any other picture, is a 
largely a simultaneous display, even when movement, change, picto-
rial composition and priority of interest render the reading of the 
shot sequential or successive. Similarly, words are both successive and 
simultaneous. "The cat sat on the mat" is a linear sequence, but "cat" 
is already an assemblage of data in no particular order. For example, 
it specifies, feline, furry, four paws, mammal, purring, scratching, 
and so on through all ones general knowledge of the cat in its various 
usual contexts and connections. 
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All exposition involves transitions and deletions, and the cut f rom 
one shot or scene to another is as swiftly sublime as any other ar-
rangement in discourse. Hence the insistence that a shot is less an 
illusion of real space than an idea of a visual-physical space. Just, as 
a discourse is a flow of ideas, so continuity in narration is a flow of 
visual ideas, abstracted space-time chunks and their contents, and 
the association of those contents. Whence the useful paradox that 
the abrupt being fast, can also be smooth. Everything depends upon 
how easy the association to the next idea is in context of the ideas so 
far. Similarly with film images, which may seem all the smoother for 
taking some disjunction in their stride, matching the disparate, and 
linking the alien. This is not to say that the mere fact of juxtaposition 
renders smooth. In cinematic narration as in verbal language, the 
thread of continuity may be initially abrupt, or mystifying. A great 
fascination lies in the difficulty of specifying where continuities end 
and in-coherences begin. 

This emphasis on the connectionist role of coherent meaning risks 
implying that only the spectator 's trust in some ulterior coherent 
meaning linking the shots, saves him from experiencing fast cuts as 
disorientating, violent, even painful "bombardment of images", al-
though avant-garde films might offer very scantily connected images 
at machine-gun speed. This very speed distances the spectator f rom 
each image. At this rate it might seem that it is almost impossible 
to jolt the spectator, and that, far from cutting being condemned to 
be violent, it is condemned to be smooth but this would dispose of 
everybody's theories of f rom Eisenstein's theories of dynamic col-
lision to the Hollywood's concern to maintain smoothness. Conti-
nuity annoyances are rarely a matter o f ' "pure form", nor even of 
interactions between it and human physiology. They are invariably 
semantic, involving the frustration of expectations and information 
processing. 
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